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Full Council 14 December 2006 
 

Corby Land Ltd Options Appraisal 
 

SYNOPSIS  
To appraise Members of the various alternatives considered in seeking to find a way 

forward in respect of the Option Agreement entered into with Corby Land Ltd in 
November 2004. 

 
 

1. Relevant Background Details 
In November 2005, the Chief Executive became aware of an apparently unauthorised 
land deal at Copenhagen Road, Danesholme between the Council and what was found to 
be a nominee company called Corby Land Ltd.   Upon further investigation he discovered 
that an Option Agreement had been authorised by a former officer of the Council on 
terms he judged to be deeply unfavourable towards the Council and Council tax-payers of 
Corby.  In consultation with the Leader of the Council he initiated two courses of action: 

-  A Monitoring Officer report into the way in which the Option Agreement was 
struck and in particular whether the former officer had acted outside her power of 
delegation (report to Full Council on 22 November 2006); 

-  A renegotiation of the terms of the agreement onto a more favourable basis 
(agreed by One Corby Policy Committee on 14 February 2006). 

At a Special Full Council meeting on 22 November 2006, to receive the Monitoring 
Officer’s report, Members requested a further report on the re-negotiated Option 
Agreement containing an analysis and cost comparison of all the alternatives considered.   
This is provided below. 

2. Report/Options Analysis 
Prior to reassigning the Option Agreement, the following alternatives were considered: 

a. Terminate the Option Agreement with Corby Land by re-designating the area for 
regeneration in accordance with paragraph 12.1(b) of the Agreement.  This would 
trigger the compensation clause in para 12.3.   Given the fees incurred by Corby Land 
Ltd  in appointing specialist advisors, preparing and pursuing a planning application 
up-to-the point of decision, we estimate this could have been in excess of £100,000.  
This Option would have seriously jeopardised the Council’s ability to secure the £1m 
capital receipt for the land at Copenhagen Road, included in its Medium Term 
Financial Strategy. 

b. Allow the agreement to lapse in  November, 2007, bearing in mind that Corby 
Land cannot exercise the agreement until it has secured a valid planning 
permission.   This would cost the Council nothing but is considered to be extremely 
high risk.  Given the costs it has incurred to date, Corby Land Ltd may be expected to 
pursue vigorously an  alternative form of land use and buyer in order to at least cover 
its losses.  The Council could not ‘unreasonably’ withhold its permission to re-assign 
the Option to another third party.  This is a potentially fraught option in planning, legal, 
resource and staffing terms.  It too would have put at risk the Council’s ability to 
realise the Budgeted capital receipt.           
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c. Re-negotiate the agreement on more beneficial terms.  This was the option 
pursued by the Chief Executive and supported by the Borough Council on 14 
February, 2006.   The original 60:40 split of disposal price originally agreed was 
recommended by the Council’s former Consultant Surveyor,  on the basis that it “was 
a fair deal for the Council,” particularly as it had been agreed that Corby Land Ltd 
would pick up the Council’s legal costs on the matter. He went on to consider whether 
the option would be a marketable interest, which goes to the heart of the best 
consideration obtainable issue and concluded:- 

• due to the nature of all the sites and the uncertainty with planning/restrictive 
covenants, the option would be very difficult to market; 

• a joint venture arrangement giving a percentage split of full market value once 
beneficial planning consent had been obtained, would give the Council the 
chance to obtain best value from the site on a risk free basis; 

• the developer would require a reward for shouldering all the risk for obtaining 
planning permission.  If planning permission were refused, this would be a 
total loss for the developer with no financial implications for the Council; 

• by advertising the option, not only was it probable that no further interest 
would be generated but also the current offer (that from Corby Land Ltd) could 
be jeopardised. 

On a 2 acre site at Copenhagen Road, one of the sites in the option agreement, valued 
at >£1m for residential development this would provide a natural split of £600,000 for 
the Council and £400,000 for Corby Land Ltd.    The Chief Executive when he became 
aware in November 2005 saw it differently believing that there was significant potential 
windfall profit for Corby Land Ltd.  He quickly renegotiated the deal to one in which the 
balance was 85:15 in favour of the Council, with a clause under which the Council 
would pay up to £50,000 of Corby Land’s costs for a successful outcome.  The split in 
this scenario for a £1m deal would be Council £850,000 (-£50,000 contribution to 
costs); Corby Land Ltd £150,000 (plus £50,000 income towards costs).  In arriving at 
this renegotiated income ratio, the Chief Executive consulted and involved the 
Council’s S151 and Monitoring Officers. 

It is important to note that the Option Agreement has always contained a “mediation” 
clause should the price of the land offered/obtained by Corby Land Ltd be 
unacceptable to the Borough Council.  This provides that if after 20 working days the 
Council and Corby Land Ltd cannot agree a price then the matter is referred to a 
qualified chartered surveyor jointly appointed by the parties or in the absence of 
agreement to a qualified surveyor appointed by the President of the Royal Institution of 
Chartered Surveyors who determines a price and his/her decision is final. 

In effect it guarantees the Council a market price for the land less 15% and a (capped) 
contribution to fees. 

In any scenario the Council would incur fees to progress the change of use and market 
the land for development. 

 

 

 

 

 

b. Re-assignment of Lease 

 Having agreed the revised terms, it was logical to then allow the transfer of the 
Option to a specified house-builder, and extend its expiry date to tie in with the 
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approval of the Local Development Framework.   The house-builder is a well-known 
and  respected, medium sized group with a proven track record in the Midlands and 
North.  This therefore has the added benefit of providing reassurance to Members 
about the people behind the development. 

 Given the sensitivity of parts of the Copenhagen Road site and the level of public 
opposition to loss of green space, the house-builder proposes to improve the layout, 
reduce the site coverage and incorporate significant environmental improvements in 
consultation with the local community.  It judges this can best be achieved over a 
longer period of time in parallel to progressing a change of allocation in the Local 
Development Framework.  Reducing the footprint and volume of the housing land 
will not necessarily reduce the acquisition price eventually paid by the house-builder 
since the design improvements and improved specification will be reflected in the 
valuation. 

 One Corby Policy Committee approved the reassignment and extension of the lease 
on 14 November 2006. 

c.  Amendment to Contract Standing Orders 
Part of the concern around the Option Agreement with Corby Land Ltd has been that 
it is with a nominee company and consequently the provision of information to the 
Council when entering into contracts is very limited and the identity of individuals is 
not revealed.   It is suggested therefore that there be an amendment to Contract 
Standing Order 16 by the addition of a new Contract Standing Order 16.3 saying:- 

“A tender shall not be accepted from a nominee company or a company registered in 
an overseas jurisdiction outside the EU which restricts the provision of information in 
relation to that company unless that company is willing to and freely does release 
that information to the Council.  The level of information sought would be by 
reference to an ordinary shareholder company registered in England and Wales.” 

It is recommended that this be submitted for Council approval. 

3.   Options to be considered 
  Covered in Section 2(a) above. 
4.   Issues to be taken into account:- 

Financial 
The projected capital receipt from this land, reflected in the Medium Term Financial 
Strategy, is £1M.  It is the view of officers that this remains a realistic receipt to the 
Council under the revised Option Agreement. 

Legal 
Contained in Section 2 above. 

Best Value 
Best value is achieved through the eventual achievement of a high quality mixed 
residential development on a site that is not currently allocated for housing.  This will 
result in a substantial capital receipt, with the risk to the Council minimised through 
the expertise provided by the house-builder now holding the Option Agreement. 

 
 

5.  Conclusion 
 This report concludes the programme of investigations, Council discussions and action 
 agreed in response to concerns about the granting of development options to Corby 
 Land Ltd.  To date it has resulted in: 
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• a renegotiation of the Option Agreement on terms more favourable to the Council, 
including the relinquishing of development rights on certain of the sites; 

• agreement to reassign the Option Agreement to a respected house-builder with a 
regional track record; 

• recording of the Council’s concerns regarding the duty of care shown by a former 
officer to the Office of Supervision for Solicitors; 

• agreement to tighten up the Council’s procurement standing orders to avoid 
potential conflicts of interest among professional firms acting on its behalf; 

• introduction of a new duty of care to check the identity/interests of any companies 
with whom the Council deals, particularly those relating to nominee or foreign 
registered companies. 

In doing so, we believe, it addresses concerns raised by the District Auditor concerning 
best value and the justification for the re-negotiation and subsequent re-assignment of 
the Option Agreement. 

This final report demonstrates that the Council has worked its way systematically 
through the Options available to it in order to arrive at a position that will: 

• secure high quality, mixed residential development on a site that is not currently 
allocated for housing; 

• maximise the market value of the site and hence secure a significant capital 
receipt in the order of £1m as reflected in the Council’s Medium Term Financial 
Strategy. 

6.  Recommendations 
 That Members: 

a) consider and approve the report, authorise its submission to the District Auditor and 
seek clarification that the overall action taken fully addresses his concerns. 

 b)  approve the proposed amendment to Standing Orders described in 2c) above. 

 
Background Papers 

• Proposed Variation to Options Agreement to Purchase various parcels of land in 
Corby – One Corby Policy Committee, 14 February 2006. 

• Land at Copenhagen Road – One Corby Policy Committee, 14 November 2006. 

• Monitoring Officer Report – Corby Land Ltd, Full Council 22 November 2006. 
Wards 
All from a Governance viewpoint but most specifically Danesholme from a development 
perspective. 

Officer to Contact 
Chris Mallender, Chief Executive, Tel:  01536 464001 

 


